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Dear Sir: 

Please find attached Duke Power Company's responses for Oconee Nuclear 
Station to IE Bulletin 80-24 as required by Action Item 4.  

V y truly:yours, 

William 0. Parker, Jr.  

FTP:scs 
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U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Office of Inspection and Enforcement 
Washington, D. C. 20555 
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WILLIAM 0. PARKER, JR., being duly sworn, states that he is Vice President 
of Duke Power Company; that he is authorized on the part of said Company 
to sign and file with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission this response to 
IE Bulletin 80-24 with respect to Oconee Nuclear Station; and that all 
statements and matters set forth therein are true and correct to the best 
of hi knowledge.  

William 0. Parker, Jr., V eresident 

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 6th day of January, 1981.  

Notary Public 

My Commission Expires: 

September 20, 1984



DUKE POWER COMPANY 
OCONEE NUCLEAR STATION 

Response to IE Bulletin 80-24 

Action Item 1 and 2 

1. Provide a summary description of all open cooling water systems present 
inside containment. Your description of the cooling water systems must 
include: (a) Mode of operation during routine reactor operation and in 
response to a LOCA; (b) Source of water and typical chemical content of 
water; (c) Materials used in piping and coolers; (d) Experience with 
system leakage; (e) History and type of repairs to coolers and piping 
systems (i.e.., replacement, weld, braze, etc.); (f) Provisions for isolating 
portions of the system inside containment in the event of leakage including 
vulnerability of those isolation provisions to single failure; (g) Provisions 
for testing isolation valves in accordance with Appendix J to 10 CFR 50 
(b) Instrumentation (pressure, dew point, flow, radiation detection, etc.) 
and procedures in place to detect leakage; and (i) Provisions to detect 
radioactive contamination in service water discharge from containment..  

2. For plants with open cooling.water- systems inside containment take the 
following actions:.  

a. Verify existence or provide redundant means of detecting and promptly 
alerting control room operators of a significant accumulation of water 
in containment (including the reactor vessel pit if present).  

b. Verify existence or provide positive-means-for control room operators 
to determine flow from containment.sump(s) .used to collect and remove 
water from containment.  

c. Verify or establish.at least monthly surveillance procedures, with 
appropriate operating limitations, to assure plant operators have 
at least two methods of determining water level in each location where 
water may accumulate. The surveillance procedures shall assure that 
at least one method-to remove water from each such location is avail
able during power operation. In the event either the detection or 
removal systems become inoperable it is recommended that continued power 
operation be limited to seven days and added surveillance measur'es 
be instituted.  

d. Review leakage detection systems and procedures and provide or verify 
ability to promptly detect water leakage in containment, and to isolate 
the leaking components or system. Periodic containment entry to inspect 
for leakage should be considered.  

e. Beginning within 10 days of the date of this bulletin, whenever the 
reactor is operating and until the measures described in (a) through 
(d) above are implemented, conduct interim surveillance measures. The 
measures shall include where practical (considering containment atmosphere 
and ALARA considerations) a.periodic containment inspection or remote
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visual surveillance to check for water leakage. If containment entry 
is impractical during operation, perform a containment inspection for 
water leakage at the first plant shutdown for any reason subsequent 
to receipt of this bulletin.  

f. Establish procedures to notify the NRC of any service water system 
leaks within containment via a special licensee event report (24 hours 
with written report in 14 days) as a degradation of a containment 
boundary.  

Response 

Open Cooling Water Systems Inside Containment: 

The safety related low pressure service water system (LPSW) takes suction from 
the 42-inch crossover line between the condenser inlet headers and provides 
cooling to the three (3) engineered safeguards reactor building cooling units 
(RBCU), four (4) reactor coolant pump motor.bearing and stator winding coolers, 
reactor building cooling system (Unit 1 only) and supply.to reactor building 
fire hose stations. The LPSW is connected to the high pressure service water 
system (HPSW) at the LPSW pump discharge to provide emergency backup capability.  
Separate flow paths serving the emergency safeguards equipment can be isolated 
by remotely operated motor operated valves (MOV's). LPSW discharge flow from 
the containment is monitored for radiation prior to discharge to Lake Keowee 
using radiation monitor RIA-31,(Units Land 2) and 3 RIA-31 (Unit 3).  

Engineered safeguards RBCU are supplied by individual lines from separate LPSW 
headers. Each inlet line is provided with a MOV located inside and outside the 
reactor building allowing individual cooling unit:isolation. During normal 
operation, flow through the coolers is throttled for containment temperature 
control using the cooler outlet MOV. These valves open automatically upon 
receiving an ES signal to provide emergency flow to the cooler. LPSW flow 
indication to and from each RBCU is measured, compared, and excessive deviations.  
are annunciated as an indication of cooler leakage.  

Reactor coolant pump motor bearing oil (upper and lower) and stator winding 
coolers are supplied from LPSW. An ES signal closes MOV's on the 10-inch inlet 
and outlet headers in event of an emergency. Individual RC pump motors are 
provided with cooling water inlet and outlet MOV's for isolation capability. A 
motor stator winding cooler leak detector is installed.and annunciated to allow 
appropriate action to be taken.  

The reactor building cooling system (Unit 1 only) consists of coolers installed 
in the four (4) vertical auxiliary cooling fans supplies by the 14-inch LPSW 
header inside the containment. This system is operated as needed during opera
tion and maintenance outages to provide building temperature control. ES actuated 
MOV's located on the inlet header isolate this system in event of an emergency.  
Manual.valves are installed to provide individual fan cooler isolation capability.  

The fire protection system (hose stations) is designed for emergency use only.  
This system is manually isolated except in such an emergency or during test of 
the system.
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The source of cooling water supply to "open" systems inside containment is Lake 
Keowee. Station intake water samples are taken five times a week. Detailed 
sample analyses are performed quarterly. Typical sample results.are provided 
in Table 1.  

The materials used in the piping and coolers of the LPSW system are provided in 
Table 2.  

Discussions with experienced plant personnel, review of station incident reports, 
and some research of work request files.revealed no major leakage problems with the 
Low Pressure Service Water System inside containment. Occasional small leakages 
have occurred from valve packing or flange gaskets, but no major problems involv
ing welds, piping,.or cooler tube failures are evident from the available documen
tation or discussions with plant personnel. Duke Power has confidence in the 
integrity of the LPSW system in.containment, and considers that further research 
into the operating experience-with this system is unnecessary.  

As stated previously in the discussion of each component using LPSW in the reactor 
building, isolation capability is provided by MOV's on the inlet and outlet of the 
cooling water lines on each component. Backup MOV's and/or manual valves are 
provided on all cooling water lines to retain isolation capability in the event 
of a single failure. All isolation valves are tested in accordance with Appendix 
J of 10CFR 50.  

Table 3 provides a summary of instrumentation in the reactor building which can 
be used to detect leakage. The primary means for detecting leakage in the reactor 
building is the level indication for the normal.sump. This indication has a range 
of O-to-30 inches, with a statalarm occurring.at 15 .inches increasing level and 
a computer alarm at approximately 22 inches.. These alarms would alert the 
operators in the control room such that appropriate actions could be taken.. In 
addition to the alarms, sump level is input to the plant computer and is typed 
out on the utility typer every five minutes. Level is also recorded on a trend 
recorder in each control room. Thus, the operators have several methods for 
monitoring changes in sump level.  

The sump fill rate is routinely measuredi.to determine leakage rate. The sump 
capacity is 15 gallons per inch of height and each graduation on .the indicator 
level indicates 7.5 gallons of leakage into the sump. A 1 gpm leak would there
fore be detectable .within less than 10 minutes.  

In addition to the normal sump level, indication of the emergency sump level is 
also provided. This indication-has a range of 0-to-10 feet, with a computer 
alarm occurring at 4 feet.. This indication can be used in conjunction with the 
normal sump level indication to detect abnormal leakage in the reactor building.  
Two additional containment level transmitters are to be installed in each reactor 
building in accordance with NUREG-0737. The schedule for completton of this work 
has been provided by Duke Power Company letter dated December 15, 1980 tq:H..R, 
Denton.  

The normal sump is routinely pumped to the miscellaneous waste.holdup tanks 
whenever the alarm point (15 inches) is reached, per operating procedure, 
Pumping of the sump water is started manually, but terminates automatically when 
the sump level has dropped to 6 inches (which clears the statalarm). Each time 
the sump is pumped, it is recorded in the Unit Reactor Operator s Log Book, During
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pumping, a decreasing sump level indication and/or increasing miscellaneous waste 
holdup tank level indication can be used to verify flow from the normal sump.  
The flow rate from the sump can be determined using the rate of change in sump 
level.  

In order to provide periodic monitoring of sump levels, Oconee procedure 
PT/1,2,3/A/600/01, "Periodic Instrument Surveillance," has been revised to require 
the recording of the normal and emergency sump levels daily. Daily monitoring 
of level indications is useful in confirming that level instrumentation are operable, 
while verifying the sump pumps are operable and maintaining the sump level at or 
below the alarm point. Operability of the sump pumps is further verified by Oconee 
procedure OP 1104/07, "Reactor Building Normal Sump Transfer," which is used when
ever the normal sump is pumped. Calibration of the normal and emergency sump 
indications is performed on an annual frequency during refueling.  

Sampling of the sump water is performed weekly to determine boron content. In the 
event of increased leakage to the reactor building, sampling is performed more 
frequently to determine the origin of the leakage (e.g. LPSW, feedwater, component 
cooling, or RC system).  

Leakage from the LPSW system in containment can also be detected by the monitoring 
of other parameters. For example, the inlet and outlet LPSW flows for each .  
Reactor Building Cooling Unit (RBCU) are monitored for any differences which could 
be indicative of a cooler leak. If a flow difference is detected, an alarm is 
provided to the control room. The operator can then promptly isolate the affected 
cooler by closing remote operated valves.  

The Reactor Coolant Pump (RCP) motor parameters are also continuously monitored.  

A leak in the motor stator winding cooler would be alarmed in the control room.  

A leak in either of- the motor bearing oil coolers could.be detected by changing 
motor temperature in conjunction with increasing sump level. The pump could then 

be stopped.and the cooling water isolated from the control room.  

Duke Power has implemented procedural revisions to provide a visual inspection of 
the reactor building prior to heatup following an outage. Specifically, the 
incore tubes trench will be examined and any water accumulation touching the incore 
tubes will be removed. In addition, following refueling, an inspection under the 
reactor vessel at mini-hydro conditions will be performed to verify no water input 
to the reactor vessel cavity. These changes were implemented into Oconee procedure 
OP 1102/01 by November 26, 1980.  

Duke Power does not consider that the occurrence of any service water system leaks 
should be reported as a degradation of containment: boundary.. The NRC's basis for 
this requirement is the belief that a service water system leak inside containment 
concurrent with a LOCA would provide a direct- radioactive pathway to outside con
tainment. Duke Power does not agree that this.belief is true for Oconee.. The 
Oconee LPSW operates at a pressure of approximately 80 psig, while the pressure 
peak in containment following a LOCA is less than 59 psig. Thus, leakage from the 
LPSW system-would be into the reactor building. If the leak were in an RBCU cooler, 
as described previously, an alarm in the control room would alert the operators so 
that the cooler could be isolated before a significant (if any) drop in LPSW 
pressure could occur. The.remaining two RBCU's, in conjunction with containment 
spray, would be sufficient to hold the peak post-LOCA pressure below the reactor 
building design pressure of 59 psig. During normal operation, loss of an RBCU 
due to a cooler leak would already be reportable per Technical Specification
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6.6.2.1.b(2) as operation in a degraded mode as allowed by Technical Specifica
tion 3.3.5.  

If a leak were to occur in a RCP motor cooler, detection would occur as 
described previously and isolation of the cooler could be performed quickly by 
the operators. If the leakage occurred simultaneously with a LOCA, .-the LPSW 
to the pump motors would automatically be isolated by an ES signal actuating 
containment isolation at 4 psig.  

To summarize, existing Oconee Technical Specifications (6.6.2.la(3)) and Station 
Directives (2.8.1 and 2.8.3) ensure reporting (as a 14-day LER) any abnormal 
degradation of primary containment; however, Duke's present position is that a 
LPSW leak into containment does not constitute a degradation of containment.  

Action Item 3 

For plants with closed cooling water systems inside containment provide a summary 
of experiences with cooling water system leakage into containment.  

Response 

Closed cooling water systems inside containment: 

The component cooling system is designed to provide cooling water for various 
inside containment components as follows: let down coolers (2), RC pump jacket 
and seal coolers (4), quench tank cooler (1), and control rod drive.cooling 
coils (69).  

The CC system performs no emergency functions. Redundancy in active components 
is provided-to improve system reliability. Pumps,.coolers, surge tank, and 
most.instrumentation is physically located in the auxiliary buildings and.are 
accessible during operation. An emergency resulting in high reactor building 
pressure will automatically isolate the inside containment portion of the system.  

Water leakage from piping, valves, and other equipment is not considered 
detrimental since the cooling water is not normally radioactive. The system 
is of welded carbon steel construction to minimize possibility of leakage except 
where flanged connections are required for servicing.  

In leakage of reactor coolant is detected by radiation monitor (RIA-50) and an 
increase in surge tank level which will be annunciated. Out leakage from the 
system will result in a.decreasinI surge tank level which is annunciated.  
Volume of the surge tank is 50 ft and allows relatively small volumes of in 
leakage or out leakage to be observed.  

A defective RC pump cooling.coil can.be remotely isolated by a MOV on the out
let.line and a stop check valve on the inlet. A letdown cooler leak cAn be 
remotely isolated with MOV's on the reactor coolant.side of the. cooler.. The 
cooling water side can be completely isolated by closing a remotely, operated 
MOV on the inlet and manual valves on the outlet lines. Quench tank cooler 
leakage can be isolated byimanual valves on the reactor coolant s$ide And cooling 
water side.
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Experience with cooling system leakage inside containment: 

During the life of the three Oconee units, approximately five-let down cooler 
tube leaks have been identified. This type leak results in leakage of reactor 
coolant to the component cooling system. In all cases, the leaks were very 
small. The standby cooler was placed in service and defective cooler isolated.  
New coolers were installed in each case since the helical coil design of the 
cooler precludes repair. Coolers incorporating a new design are on order with 
delivery expected in mid 1981.  

During operation of the Oconee Station, several small leaks have been 
experienced on the individual control rod drive stator cooling coil fittings 
at the stator interface. As a result of these leaks, the 69 cooling coils 
were modified to accept flex hose vs rigid tubing. No leakage problems have 
been identified since this modification was completed.



TABLE 1 

OCONEE NUCLEAR.STATION 

CCW Long-Term Averages for the Year 1979 

Flow 2261.1 MGD 

Temperature 23.5 0C (Winter), 25.60 C (Summer) 

pH MIN = 6.4, AVG. = 6.86, MAX. = 7.6 

Conductivity 20.48 MMho 

Turbidity 3.58 NTU 

TSS 1.4 Mg/i 

Iron .22 mg/i 

Total Arsenic 3.0 pg/1 

Total Cadmium .19 -pg/l 

Total Chromium .64 pg/L.  

Total Copper 10.0 vg/l 

Total Lead 2.87 Ug/l 

Total Mercury 2.28 vg/l 

Total Nickel 5.0 jig/1 

Total Selenium 7.27 pg/l 

Total Zinc .10.07 ne/l



TABLE 2 

OCONEE NUCLEAR STATION 

Materials Used in LPSW System 

(1) Low Pressure Service Water System 
Piping - ASTM A-106, Grade B 

(2) Reactor Coolant. Pump Motor Coolers 
Tubes and tubesheets - 90/10 Cu-Ni 

(3) Reactor Building Cooling Units 
Tubes and manifold - copper 
Inlet and outlet piping - ASTM A-120-65; ASTM A-181 

Grade 1; ASTM A-105, Grade 2 

(4) Auxiliary Reactor Building Cooling Unit 
Tubes and Header - copper 
Supply and Return - carbon steel 
Tubesheets - 302 stainless steel



TABLE 3 

OCONEE NUCLEAR STATION 

Containment Leakage Detection Instrumentation 

(1) Reactor Building Pressure 

(2) Reactor Building Temperature 

a. OTSG Cavity 
b. Reactor Vessel Cavity 
c. Basement 
d. Building Dome 

(3) Radiation Monitors 

a. Containment Particulates 
b. Containment Iodine 
c. Containment Gas Activity 
d. Building Activity 

(4) Sump Level Indication 

a., Normal Sump 
b. Emergency Sump


